
beforehand? All the group had shown complete commitment and
dedication to the project from start 10 finish, had learned many basic
lessons for life, and increased their self awareness and self confidence.

At the end of it all, each one said 'That's the best thing I've ever done"
We all meant it, and we will all be back again, maybe not all together, bu'
we will be back!

Editorial Note: The feature of this expedition was the extreme youth of the
party. There were 3 adult leaders accom panied by lads of 13, 15, 17 and 19
and lassies of 12, 14 and 17. A remarkable achievement.

That sinking feeling
Kev Reynolds

To stand alone on a snow-covered glacier in the chill of early morning while
your companion swings at the other end of the rope in the depths of a
hidden crevasse, is one of the loneliest sensations I know, matched only,
perhaps, by that of the man below who unwittingly tests the elasticity of
perlon and experiences without full aesthetic appreciation the blue-green
splendoUI' of vertical ice.

h had been one of those mornings. Hugh's watch was 1000 miles away,
at home; mine had broken 2 days previously, and as a consequence we were
left with mere speculation as to the progress of night. He had sworn that
daybreak was imminent-or at most but an houl' away-as we left the
seductive comfort of the valley, yet we had probed our way in the black,
anonymous darkness for almost 2 hours before even reaching the edge vf
the glacier. There night was as unrepentant as ever, and on a lichen
cushioned rock we had bivouacked for a further 2 and a bit until at last the
first vague hint of colour stained into the eastern sky over Gavarnie.

Those brief minutes of sunrise, with the valleys below boiling their
cauldrons of cloud, and the sky colouring into an incredible palette of
orange, scarlet, burnt sienna and gold, had made the long, long night
forgiveable; sufficient to bleed romance into the heart of even the most
hard-bitten of cynics, and brought waves of optimism as we strapped on
our crampons, effectively banishing the misery of frozen fingers and eyes
sore from lack of sleep.

The Vignemale, highest of the frontier summits in the Pyrenees, reserves
its more alluring features, and its more serious challenges, for the sweeping
cliffs of its great N face, one of the finest for many a long walk. We,
however, had other ideas on this particular morning and were drawn by the
Ossoue Glacier which, flowing down the E flanks, is the largest in the
range. Even so, it pales into insignificance by comparison with so many of
those tortured icefields of the Alps, and yet its modest proportions conceal
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certain surprises and as we were to learn, contempt for its size and abuse of
the privileges it offers, are easily repaid with swift justice.

Thejumbled white crags of the icefall, as we passed beneath, represented
only a transitory piece of the mountain's architecture that created few
problems, and very shortly we were mounting the glazed ramp that would
take us on to that sloping pavement of new snow and ancient ice leading to
the upper cirque where already the morning sun was burning exposed rocks.
We, meanwhile, moved in the shadow of the Montferrat ridge which rose
on our left shoulder. It was an unremarkable progression; a glacial 'plod'
that breeds drousy minds, with only the prospect of more active and lively
exercise to come as the justification. Hugh grew bored and voiced
impatience. He sought more interesting terrain, scanning the glacier- for
alternatives to our route.

'If we move over to the right a bit it'll be a lot more interesting.'
'More crevasses,' I mumbled. The ice was buckled here and there, and

the shadowed indentations could be clearly seen like parts of a gigantic
jigsaw puzzle. A modest little glacier, this, but a glacier with the standarrl
ingredients nonetheless.

'But more interesting. We've got time.' Eager, he was, eager to
brighten the morning by exercising skills grown a little rusty through lack
of use.

'O.K., but you can lead.' And so he did, with enthusiasm.
Before long we were in the centre of the glacier and resuming our uphill

course. Several crevasses advertised themselves to my gratification, but
suddenly Hugh stopped and prodded the snow about him with his axe.
From my position there was no cause for concern, nothing to indicate other
than a continued smooth field of snow and ice. There were bucklings in the
surface, but they were some way from us, and not even a shadow gave
evidence of a hidden fracture line. But Hugh was unhappy. 'I'm not sure
that I like this,' he said.

As he spoke so he began to sink steadily, and by the time his words were
out he was waist-deep in the snow. I whacked my axe in hard, gave a couple
of fast turns of the rope around it and knelt on the shaft. When I looked up
H ugh had gone, and his 13 stone-unladen weight-dragged speedily the
rope between us across the surface of the glacier for 20 ft or so before
burrowing down the very neat hole that he had made. The axe held, the
rope went taut and dug its way into the lip of the hole. And suddenly I was
alone.
In 1837 two guides from Gedre, a village down-valley from Gavarnie,
made the first ascent of the Vignemale whilst prospecting a route for 'I.

client. They had chosen this glacier as being the most obvious way, but had
reckoned without the Grande Crevasse which in those days was the major
obstacle in the Ossoue Glacier, and was to remain so for many years, and
both Henri Cazaux and his brother-in-law, Bernard Guillembet, managed
to fall into it during their ascent. That they managed to extricate
themselves at all was due to the good fortune that landed them among a
labyrinth of linking crevasses, and they emerged unscathed, if badly shaken
by their experience. .
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Some years later that old troglodyte, Count Henry Russell, who lived for
weeks at a time in the caves which he had blasted in the rocks walling the
glacier, hauled 2 young English climbers to safety from another crevas e
almost on his 'doorstep'.

Although the Pyrenees on the whole could hardly be noted for the
seriousness of their glaciers, the history of their exploration is punctuated
by talcs of unfortunate climbers disappearing into hidden crevasses. Some
of these tales became 0 widespread that they effectively delayed progress for
a while, the pioneers being unwilling to venture on to ice in certain instances,
and wck routes being developed in order to avoid the crossing of some even
modestly formed glaciers.

Perhaps the most celebrated of in ·idents wa that which happened in
1824. Pierre Barrau-who guided Frederic Parrot on the lirst ascent of the
Pic de la Maladetta-was leading new clients on anothel' attempt, when he
was swallowed unroped by an undetected crevasse in the glacier which leads
directly below the summit rocks. His remains finally emerged from their
icy tomb in 1931, only a couple of km from the 'pot where he had
disappeared.

Charle' Packe, who explored everywhere among these mountains, and
who once confessed to feclings of unease in the vicinity of crevasses,
recalled an incident which happened on the Aneto Glacier during an a cent
in 1861.

'About three-quarters of the way across this glacier,' he wrote, 'just
before reaching lhe foot of the dome, we sal down to rest in a spOt where the
snow was perfectly smooth. Wc were all roped together, with an inten'al of
some 10 feet between each; but there was a call for something to drink, and
the last guide detached himself to hand the wine-bottle to each of us. H
was pas ing before us, and certainly not more than 3 yards frorn the spot.
where I was sitting, when he suddenly dropped through the snow and
disappeared. There was no sound, neither cracking of the ice nor cry from
the man,-a slight convulsive shuddering as he fell, and lhe glacier quietly
swallowed up its victim.'

Correge, the guide, was fortunately rescued when the rope was lowered
:hwugh the hole to him, and Packe and his companions managed to haul
him unhurt to the surface.. 'and a right hearty squeeze of the hand he
interchanged with each of us.'
The position in which Hugh and I now llJund ourselves was altogether
different. Alone there was no way that I could ha\'\' hauled him to the
surface, and I had no idea what condition he was in. However. being a
patient soul, and with nowhere to go in a hurry, I waited Illr what secmed
an eternity in the fervent hope that hc was capable of self-hdp. The sun
cleared the Montferrat I'idge and grew warm on my neck, as lirst one hand,
then anal her-bloodstained from the loss of a couple of lingernails on the
rather abrupt descent-and waving an axe in one and an ice-hammer in
the other, showed through the still-neat hole. T11I:n Hugh's head and
shoulders appeal'cd,

'Hold it just there,' I called, '('d like a photo of this.' and runllllaged in
my rucksack for the camera. As I carefully took a reading with the light-



meter H ugh spoke, rather casually, it seems, in retrospect.
'Don't be 100 long, will you. From down there I could see just where the

crevasse is stretching. You're slanding right on lOp of il.'

Memories of a first season

Lewis J. G. Preston

The crisp evening air was hardening the snow around our first high-level
alpine camp. Balanced on a tem-wide plateau cut back inlO the face of
Monch, the southerly prospect was humbling. This huge sloping sea of ice,
encircled by mountain, backed by Monch itself, belonged 10 just 5
individuals. Then a we watched, a ghostly flying-saucer shaped cloud
silently patrolled up the Alelschgletscher IOwards us, as if to spy-out the
inlruders into lhe upper cwm.

In the deepening shadows of the evening we slUm bled up the slope above
the tents 10 a break in the SW ridge. I shall never forget the impression of
the moment as we gained the ridge, eased back from the bulging blue
cornice, and lOok in the sighl. ix thousand feet almo t vertically beneath
us lay the civilization we had lefl. First lights twinkled in lhe gathering
gloom of the valley, while above and beyond snowy peak rose in infinite
range. Breathle s and speechless we simply gazed into the western sky,
\ here colours grew and melted inlO the natural beauty of the moulllain ,
bathing them in vermilion and crim on tint, matching our rosy face that
que tioned one-another in disbelief.

Only 2 week before back in England, I had finished an architecture
degree, been invited 10 join the existing 4-man team, and spent a few days
on York hire grit lOne at Great Almscliff to break an enforced lay-off from
the hill. From 3500m that night I was transported in broken dream 10

more familiar places till dawn brought me back 10 the reality of the
ituation.

The first day was spent acclimatizing, practising ice-climbing and
belaying techniques, each freshman trying to convince himself he was
prepared for the expedition. Experience within the party varied from the
Lakes, Snowdonia, Cairngorm, Glencoe and Skye, but. for all, this was a
firsl alpine season. That nighl we were joined by a weirdly-dre sed but
happy-looking party of 3 fellows and 2 girls, who extended our ledge, set up
a single 2-man tem, and all gamely disappeared into lhe mystery of its
volume.

Long before light there are IOrches and voices down in the dark below
our camp. We make a brew and lhe 5 of us set off up a mixed route agreed
yesterday on the S face/SW ridge of Monch. Rising teeply on good snow
the tems quickly become dark dots belo\ . We 010 snowfield and rope
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